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+441616131821 - http://www.twobrothers.coffee/altrincham

Here you can find the menu of Two Brothers Coffee in Trafford. At the moment, there are 17 meals and drinks on
the menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Two Brothers Coffee:

the coffee that is served here is by far the best in the opposite. I always get the filter I think w60 is pouring. it is
not so common to find a place that does it, so it is good that they make it really good. it is a great place to sit and
relax for a morning/night, do some work or hang around with a friend. Every time I was in there, I found a mix of
all these. Finally, the speckrolle they do the day before is a go... read more. As a visitor, you can use the WiFi of
the place free of charge, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat. The rooms on

site are accessible, and therefore no problem for customers with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What
Hammby doesn't like about Two Brothers Coffee:

Popped into 2Brothers yesterday to buy a Pain Au Chocolat (they used to be decent at 2B) and mine was
underbaked and raw in the middle. Sad but not a catastrophe. However whilst I was waiting the Barista was

setting up a coffee after having ground the beans….. and then gently and lovingly BLEW (as in to blow) off the
excess coffee powder. No I know no one remembers COVID any more and that it was a long time ago and a...

read more. A roundtrip through Great Britain without getting on a plane is easily possible when it comes to
culinary delights: Two Brothers Coffee in Trafford traditionally shines for example with Fish and Chips, mashed
potatoes or roast with Yorkshire Pudding and as dessert a fine Trifle, Likewise, the visitors of the restaurant
prefer the comprehensive variety of differing coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant provides. If you

decide to come for breakfast, a tasty brunch is ready for you, In addition, you'll find sweet delicacies, cake, small
snacks and chilled refreshments and hot beverages here.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Sauce�
KETCHUP

Desser�
MATCHA

So� drink�
LEMONADE

Happ� Hour - Classi�
Cocktail�
BLOODY MARY

Drink�
DRINKS

M�Caf�® Coffee�
ICED COFFEE

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

Ingredient� Use�
BEANS

BACON

FRUIT

PASSION FRUIT

Coffe�
CAPPUCCINO

ESPRESSO

FLAT WHITE COFFEE

MATCHA LATTE

COFFEE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:00-17:00
Tuesday 07:00-17:00
Wednesday 07:00-17:00
Thursday 07:00-17:00
Friday 07:00-17:00
Saturday 08:00-17:00
Sunday 09:30-16:00
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